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Children’s Museum of the Arts Presents 
Cabinets of Wonder: The Art of Collecting 

 
Barton Lidice Benes, Marc Dion, Cui Fei, Jean Shin, Vanessa German, Jan Staller, 

Penelope Umbrico in an Interactive Exhibit Highlighting Unique and Obscure Collections 
 

Public Opening: Thursday, February 6, 4-6 PM 
Press Preview: Tuesday, February 4, 6-8 PM with RSVP 

 
New York, January xx 2014 -- The Children’s Museum of the Arts (CMA) is pleased to announce 
their spring show Cabinets of Wonder: The Art of Collecting, an exhibition of works by established 
and emerging artists that encourages curiosity about the world.   
 
Cabinets of Wonder or Curiosity Cabinets, from the German term Wunderkammer, are historically 
strange collections of natural objects, art, or bizarre artifacts that illustrated the collectors' rare 
knowledge, prestige or power. They can also be considered museums for our imagination, 
containing the objects and stories that demonstrate our curiosity for collecting. A contemporary 
interpretation of the traditional Cabinets of Wonder, this exhibition presents the work of 
contemporary artists who collect and re-display familiar objects from nature and every day life. In 
an era of high-tech mass production, these artists lend themselves to the labor-intensive, manual 
process that transforms the mundane into the marvelous. 
 
Cabinets of Wonder: The Art of Collecting presents a diverse collection of two and three-
dimensional pieces, taking as its starting point Jan Staller’s video entitled Saved.  Internationally 
known photographer Jan Staller has been shooting urban and industrial landscapes for a number 
of years. The relics used in his video Saved are all part of his personal collection. The speed at 
which the images pop onto the screen results in the feeling of a strange archeology of some lost 
urban culture.  
 
Cabinets of Wonder also features fascinating and provocative works by New York and 
Pittsburgh artists including:  
 

• Vanessa German is a multi-disciplinary artist based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, born in 
Wisconsin, and raised in Los Angeles, California, and Loveland, Ohio. This photographer, 
poet, actress, sculptor, designer and educator believes in the seamlessness of creative 
process and purpose. She scours her Pittsburgh neighborhood searching for objects to 
incorporate into her art. “I surrender myself to the objects that call up to me,” she has 
said. Her intricate mixed-media sculptures combine doll parts, antique tins, cowrie shells, 
household objects, and African beads to explore issues such as race, gender and culture. 
Her accumulations of objects literally hold the history and stories for each work of art. 
 

• Produced as Mark Dion's first project for Columbia University's LeRoy Neiman Center, 
Scala Natura demonstrates the artist's play on the notion of a hierarchy of life forms 
running through the canon of western philosophy. His visual chart borrows widely from 
the history of western image-making and scientific illustration, combining images culled 
from sixteenth century engravings by Albrecht Dürer and sketches by Swiss naturalist 
Conrad Gessner to later illustrations by John James Audubon, to name a few.  In this 



work, Dion playfully adds a row of objects of industry, art and culture to the final row of 
the chart, displacing humans from their position at the apex of the great chain.  Dion's 
work continues to confront the inherent contradictions between the artifact and the 
context in which it is displayed for popular consumption.  

 
• In Cui Fei’s Manuscript of Nature, three large wall mounted panels consist of thorns 

taken from black locust trees that are laid out in vertical lines meant to be read as a 
Chinese book might, from right to left and top to bottom. Austerely beautiful, the panels 
continue Cui Fei’s ongoing dialogue between imagery and writing. From a distance, the 
arrangement of the thorns mimics writing so closely, the viewer might at first assume that 
they are actual pages from a large manuscript. Of course, one quickly sees that the 
characters are thorns that resist legibility, which brings a sense of wonder in nature 
imitating culture. Cui Fei sees nature as consistent and ordered, thus providing a 
therapeutic agent for healing and harmony in an otherwise chaotic world.  

 
• The common shoe is utilized by Jean Shin to create her installation. In the Hide series, 

men and women’s shoes have been deconstructed and grouped together by color and 
style. Flattened and separated from their soles, then sewn together and suspended by 
their laces, the shoes have been divorced from their original function and reduced to their 
material essence. Shin’s work speaks of the optimism inherent in giving new form to life's 
leftovers, such as broken umbrellas, scraps of discarded clothing or old prescription 
eyeglasses. Stripped of its consumer value, the objects reveal an underlying beauty 
independent of former function. The installations recall the initial history of the objects 
and their relationship to the body, while also suggesting larger connections to our 
collective desires and struggles.  

 
• Penelope Umbrico’s “Cabinet 1526-2013”, is an ensemble of more than 6,000 images 

of natural science illustrations that are in the public realm, found on the Internet.  All the 
images in Cabinet were created before photography existed and represent extended 
hours of hand-rendered studies of nature. Time, detail and artistic imagination mix 
together in these images, providing a view of our world that is stable, historical, reflective 
and speculative. In this way, the installation contrasts with the ubiquity of advertising 
images in our daily life and the ever-changing instant information representing the world 
on the Internet. The fixed aspect of this installation will create a grounded relationship 
with beautiful images of the natural world - the kind of wonder through detail and 
imagination over an extended period of time that the Internet can't provide.  

 
• Barton Lidice Beneš is known for the intricate installation and elaborate reliquaries that 

he creates from everyday materials. In his shadow boxes, Beneš arranges, mounts, 
labels and places his relics into thematic arrangements. These intricate miniature 
exhibitions of the eclectic artifacts he obsessively collects are called “Museums.” Beneš 
once said, “I wish I could get my life organized the way I get all the stuff in my work 
organized”. In his Botanica series, natural and organic forms are made from foreign and 
domestic currency. For Beneš, money was a rich palate of color and imagery, as well as 
a powerful symbol. He challenged the viewer to literally and figuratively “tear it up”. The 
Federal Reserve Board was so enamored with his work that they awarded him a 
certificate of appreciation (for donating a work to their Fine Arts Program) and a million 
dollars worth of shredded money to use in his artwork.  

 
Also on view is our call to New Yorkers to share with us their most unusual collections. A custom 
built "Wunderkammer" or Wonder Cabinet will occupy a 16 foot wall showcasing our CMA's 
community's passion for collecting. Museum visitors will have an opportunity to create their own 
collections on the lower shelves and add them to an ongoing piece in the exhibition. 
 
For more information, visit cmany.org 
 



ABOUT THE CHILDREN'S MUSEUM OF THE ARTS 
Founded in Lower Manhattan in 1988, the Children’s Museum of the Arts provides authentic 
hands-on art experiences for children with practicing artists, both in our art-filled museum and in 
the community. CMA’s mission is to extend the benefits of the arts to all children and their 
communities and to secure the future of the arts by inspiring and championing the next 
generation of artists and art lovers. 
 
CMA works to fulfill its mission through four distinct initiatives: On-Site Public Programming that 
includes interactive art stations and artist-led workshops, early-childhood arts workshops, after-
school classes, intensive art camps and special family programs; School & Community Outreach 
Programs throughout New York City; Art Exhibitions; and a Permanent Collection of 2,000 pieces 
of children’s art from around the world. More information is available at www.cmany.org. 
 
The museum is open to the public: Monday and Wednesday, 12PM to 5PM; Thursday 
and Friday 12 PM. to 6PM; Saturday and Sunday, 10AM to 5PM. Closed Tuesday. 
Admission: Adults $11; Children $11; Seniors, Infants (0-12 months) Free. Thursdays 4- 
6 PM, pay-as-you-wish. 
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